OSHA verbal evaluation – Pre-questions
Fall Protection

Date:

This is not an exam – This is just so we can show ourselves what we are going to learn today…

1. How many know: What is OSHA? Yes _____ / No _____

2. Do you think you should carry your tools in your hands when you climb a ladder? Yes _____ No _____

3. In construction, do you think that scaffolding needs to have safety railing when workers are working above …?
   4’ _____ 6’ _____ 15’ _____ Correct _____ Incorrect _____

4. Do you think that you need to wear a harness/fall protection equipment while working in an aerial lift? Yes _____ No _____

5. When working on a roof, do you need to wear a harness/fall protection equipment when working above…?
   4’ _____ 6’ _____ 15’ _____ Correct _____ Incorrect _____
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OSHA Post-questions
Fall Protection

Date:

1. How many know: What is OSHA?   Yes _______ / No___________

2. Do you think you should you carry your tools in your hands when you climb a ladder?  Yes_____  No_____

3. In construction, do you think that scaffolding needs to have safety railing when workers are working above ...?  
   4’______  6’_____  15’_____   Correct_____  Incorrect_____ 

4. Do you think that you need to wear a harness/fall protection equipment while working in an aerial lift?  
   Yes______  No _____

5. When working on a roof, do you need to wear a harness/fall protection equipment when working above...?  
   4’_____  6’_____  15’_____   Correct_____  Incorrect_____ 

1. What did you like most about this training?

2. What did you not like about this training?

3. What could we do differently to make this training better?

4. Was the material useful to you?

To the best of my knowledge, I certify that these answers are true and accurate.

Collected by: ____________________________________________________________

Witnessed by: ____________________________________________________________
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OSHA verbal evaluation – Pre-questions
Fall Protection

Date:

This is not an exam – This is just so we can show ourselves what we are going to learn today…

1. How many know: What is OSHA? Yes __________/ No ____________

2. Do you think you should carry your tools in your hands when you climb a ladder? Yes _____ No _____

3. In construction, do you think that scaffolding needs to have safety railing when workers are working above …? 4’ _____ 6’ _____ 15’ _____ Correct _____ Incorrect _____

4. Do you think that you need to wear a harness/fall protection equipment while working in an aerial lift? Yes _____ No _____

5. When working on a roof, do you need to wear a harness/fall protection equipment when working above…? 4’ _____ 6’ _____ 15’ _____ Correct _____ Incorrect _____
OSHA Post-questions
Fall Protection

Date:

1. How many know: What is OSHA? Yes___________ / No___________

2. Do you think you should you carry your tools in your hands when you climb a ladder?
   Yes_____ No_____

3. In construction, do you think that scaffolding needs to have safety railing when workers are working above …?
   4’_____ 6’_____ 15’_____ Correct_____ Incorrect_____ correct

4. Do you think that you need to wear a harness/fall protection equipment while working in an aerial lift?
   Yes_____ No_____ correct

5. When working on a roof, do you need to wear a harness/fall protection equipment when working above…?
   4’_____ 6’_____ 15’_____ Correct_____ Incorrect_____ correct

1. What did you like most about this training?

2. What did you not like about this training?

3. What could we do differently to make this training better?

4. Was the material useful to you?

To the best of my knowledge, I certify that these answers are true and accurate.

Collected by: ____________________________________________________

Witnessed by: ____________________________________________________
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